Abstract. Systems supporting situation awareness typically deal with a vast stream of information about a large number of real-world objects anchored in time and space provided by multiple sources. These sources are often characterized by frequent updates, heterogeneous formats and most crucial, identical, incomplete and often even contradictory information. In this respect, duplicate detection methods are of paramount importance allowing to explore whether or not information having, e. g., different origins or different observation times concern one and the same real-world object. Although many such duplicate detection methods have been proposed in literature-each of them having different origins, pursuing different goals and often, by nature, being heavily domain-specific-the unique characteristics of situation awareness and their implications on the method's applicability were not the focus up to now. This paper examines existing duplicate detection methods appearing to be suitable in the area of situation awareness and identifies their strengths and shortcomings. As a prerequisite, based on a motivating case study in the domain of road traffic management, an evaluation framework is suggested, which categorizes the major requirements on duplicate detection methods with regard to situation awareness.
Introduction
Situation awareness. Situation awareness is gaining more and more importance as a way to cope with information overload in large-scale control systems, as e. g., encountered in the domain of road traffic management. As defined by Endsley [1] , situation awareness comprises "the perception of elements in the environment within a volume of time and space, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status in the near future", pursuing the goal of supporting human operators by pointing their attention to relevant sets of interrelated objects aggregated to situations (e. g., an accident causing a traffic jam). For this, systems supporting situation awareness typically deal with a vast stream of information about a large number of real-world objects anchored in time and space provided by multiple sources. These sources are often characterized by frequent updates, heterogeneous formats and most crucial, identical, incomplete, and often even contradictory information. Besides having to resolve structural heterogeneities at the schema level, the data itself has to be fused into a single consistent form at the instance level [2] .
Duplicate detection. As a major prerequisite for the latter task, duplicate detection methods are of paramount importance allowing to explore whether or not information having, e. g., different origins, or different observation times concern one and the same real-world object. With appropriate duplicate detection methods, the number of entries describing the same real-world objects is reduced, thereby also increasing the extensional conciseness [2] of integrated data sources. To this end, a balance has to be found between the contrary goals of maximizing effectivity (i. e., finding all duplicates) and maximizing efficiency.
Duplicate detection for situation awareness. A series of duplicate detection methods has been already proposed for a wide range of application domains including, e. g., databases in general [3] , temporal and geospatial databases in specific [4] , [5] , data warehouses [6] , data stream management systems [7] , sensor networks [8] , XML data [9] , and ontologies [10] -each of them pursuing different goals and often, by nature, being heavily domain-specific. Nevertheless, the unique characteristics of situation awareness, comprising fuzzy information about real-world objects anchored in time and space, object evolution, and context information, together with their implications on the methods' applicability were not the main focus up to now. Some of these characteristics are at least partially discussed in recent work, proposing e. g., a temporal similarity measure for finding comparable records in sequences [11] , or dealing with the similarity of geospatial data [5] . Previous surveys in this realm [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] however, have not yet comprehensively reviewed existing duplicate detection methods with regard to the specific characteristics of situation awareness. This paper examines existing duplicate detection methods appearing to be suitable in the area of situation awareness and identifies their strengths and shortcomings. As a prerequisite, an evaluation framework is suggested, which categorizes the major requirements on duplicate detection methods with regard to the characteristics of situation awareness.
Structure of the paper. In the next section, we reflect on the domain of road traffic management to detail the characteristics of situation awareness, and thereby illustrate the requirements on duplicate detection. Section 3 proposes an evaluation framework for assessing duplicate detection methods with respect to their applicability for situation awareness. Based on this framework, a survey of selected duplicate detection methods follows in Section 4, resulting in several lessons learned and open issues for detecting duplicates in situation awareness in Section 5. Section 6 discusses related and complementary surveys, before we end the paper with a vision of future work in Section 7.
Road traffic management systems, being responsible for, e. g., improving traffic flow and ensuring safe driving conditions, are a typical application domain for situation awareness. Based on our experience in this area 4 , examples from the domain of road traffic management are used to further illustrate the specific characteristics of situation awareness posing special requirements on duplicate detection. In principle, human operators of road traffic management systems observe highways for critical situations like traffic jams, relying on automated systems providing traffic information such as traffic flow detectors, but also on additional data sources like, e. g., motorists manually reporting traffic information to a call center.
Let us suppose a traffic jam builds up on a highway during rush hour, which may lead to a sequence of entries as depicted in Fig. 1a (1-5) in the road traffic management system, originating from various sources. Figure 1b shows how these entries and their different property values including categorical, temporal, and spatial properties are represented by the road traffic management system, assuming that structural heterogeneities between the different data sources have already been resolved.
From a chronological point of view, first of all a motorist, observing the traffic jam from the opposite lane while passing by, informs the call center (entry 1 in Table 1b ). As the traffic jam's starting point is located, as depicted in Fig. 1a , between two traffic flow measuring devices, it takes a while until the traffic jam has grown to an extent also observed by the automated traffic flow detector (entry 2 in Table 1b ), reporting updates every 15 minutes only (cf. property validUntil in Table 1b ). As the traffic jam grows further, both the automated traffic flow detector and the call center continue streaming information about the traffic jam to the road traffic management system, as described by entries 3-5 in Table 1b . Motorists located at the end of the traffic jam are less and less able to observe it in its whole extent, resulting in inexact information about the traffic jam's starting point (entry 3), or even just in information about the traffic jam's end (entry 5). Fuzzy information. Considering our scenario, first of all, duplicate detection methods have to deal with fuzzy information about real-world objects. Although the entries 1-4 describe the same traffic jam, they provide contradictory facts in the form of differing values for the properties time, beginKm, and endKm, as well as incomplete information (entry 5). Duplicate detection methods have to recognize that-despite this fuzzy information-all these entries concern the same real-world object. In this respect, uncertainty is unavoidable since entries can be compared using a similarity probability computed from their property values only. The challenge is to minimize uncertainty, even in the presence of such temporal and spatial properties, being represented not only in quantitative form (as in this example), but often also in qualitative form (e. g., in the form of spatial relations describing mereotopology and orientation). In this respect, temporality and spatiality are significant characteristics of situation awareness and should be dealt with independently from concrete application domains like road traffic management.
Object evolution. Besides fuzzy information, object evolution is an essential characteristic of situation awareness. As illustrated by our scenario, traffic information is not static over time, e. g., the traffic jam continuously grows in length, which is also reflected in the entries. But if these entries are compared on basis of their spatial and temporal properties only, one might conclude that entries 2 and 3 are probably duplicates and that entries 2 and 4 are also similar, but with less probability. All other entry pairs would show lower similarity, as depicted in Fig.  2 . In particular, entry 1 most certainly would not match any of the other entries, and therefore it would remain undetected that entries 3 and 5 in fact update entry 1. Hence, to detect such duplicates it is necessary to take object evolution into account, and thereby reconstruct an object's history as a sequence of entries. Even if we were able to reconstruct object histories, the similarity probability between such object histories in different data sources would vary over time, as depicted in Fig. 3 . This variation in similarity probability can be partly accounted to fuzzy information, and partly stems from the fact that in the area of situation awareness different data sources report their updates in differing intervals. For example, our traffic flow detector reports updates constantly in equal-spaced intervals, whereas motorists report updates with varying intervals. Thus, before being able to meaningfully compare object histories from different data sources, information has to be aligned. In situation awareness, both temporal alignments and spatial alignments need to be supported. Temporal alignment associates entries according to the property time denoting when they were added to the data source. But, as highlighted in Fig. 3 , in this example such an alignment leads to periods during which a new entry reported by the traffic flow detector is compared with an old-but still valid-entry reported by the call center. Hence, the reporting timestamps are not always adequate for matching entries between these two data sources. Alternatively, spatial alignment, using the similarity of spatial properties, can be performed. In our example, we may use the similarity of traffic jam lengths and positions as a way to identify matching entries, as also illustrated in Fig. 3 . Such an alignment reveals that the call center reports updates with a delay of four to six minutes, compared to the traffic flow detector, and thereby facilitates duplicate detection.
Context information. The specific characteristics of situation awareness as discussed above requires duplicate detection methods to consider additional information not contained within entries in terms of context information [16] . Context information is vital to accurately interpret entries as it provides details on a data source's environment. For example, the distance between the beginKm properties of entry 1 and 2 (600m) can only be interpreted correctly when taking into account spatial granularity describing the denseness of the road network itself: on a highway, such a distance is rather low, whereas in urban areas with a dense road network the same distance describes substantially different positions. Additionally, in case a growing traffic jam, starting e. g. on highway "A1", evolves onto a different highway, information about spatial topology describing the road network's layout must be considered. Similar characteristics are encountered in the temporal dimension: in order to correctly interpret differences between entries reported by the traffic flow detector, we need to take into account the traffic flow detector's 15-minute update interval referred to as temporal granularity.
Besides context information about spatial and temporal properties, context information about object evolution should be considered. The entry sequence 1-3-5 provided by the call center, e. g., describes the typical phases of a traffic jam: most traffic jams build up by growing at their end, then move as cars at the beginning leave the jam at the same pace as cars are joining at the end, and finally shrink if the cars leaving at the beginning outnumber the cars joining at the end. Such evolution patterns describing the typical behavior of objects facilitate the reconstruction of object histories.
Human decision making. As some kind of cross-cutting characteristic with respect to the previous ones, situation-aware systems most often support human operators required to make decisions and take actions having impact on the real world: for example, they need to issue warnings of traffic jams being ahead to motorists, in order to pro-actively prevent critical situations. If such warnings are omitted due to false results of duplicate detection methods, serious consequences, like accidents, are to be expected. Therefore, the results of duplicate detectionwhich are not always obvious to human operators-should be allegeable and traceable, in order to allow operators to question these results.
Summary. Summarizing, the characteristics of situation awareness, as illustrated in the examples above, lead to the following requirements on duplicate detection: First, fuzzyness in terms of contradictory and incomplete information about real-world objects being continuously streamed require to deal with temporal and spatial properties of quantitative and qualitative nature in a performant way. Second, evolution comprising changes in position and extent of objects as well as different update intervals and delays between observation and reporting demands for a reconstruction and alignment of object histories. Third, the meaning of property values dependending on the particular environment they are obtained from makes it necessary to consider context information in the form of spatial and temporal granularity, spatial and temporal topology, as well as evolution patterns. Finally, the impacts that actions-taken by human operators in response to the results of situation-aware systems-may have on the real world, demand for allegeable and traceable results, in order to increase the confidence of human operators about the system.
Evaluation Framework
Based on the requirements laid out in the previous section, we propose an evaluation framework for duplicate detection methods. We provide ten criteria for measuring the applicability of duplicate detection methods to situation awareness and categorize them into three orthogonal dimensions-fuzzy information, object evolution, and context information-with human decision making crosscutting the other dimensions, as depicted in Fig. 4 . In the following, the selected criteria are described in detail comprising a name, a definition, an indication if it was already defined in previous work, and measurable parameters.
Fuzzy information. This category considers criteria measuring the degree to which duplicate detection methods meet the requirements stemming from fuzzy information about real-world objects. Fuzziness Degree. As laid out in the examples above, besides identical information, duplicate detection methods have to deal with fuzziness in the form of contradictory and incomplete information. We therefore distinguish methods according to the fuzziness degree (ranging from identical to contradictory and incomplete) they are able to handle. Data Streams. Considering the requirements of data streams about real-world objects prevalent in situation awareness, we distinguish duplicate detection methods according to whether or not they support such data streams. Temporal and Spatial Properties. For temporal and spatial properties, as discussed in the examples above, we need similarity functions measuring the similarity between two property values. This criterion is an extension of the fieldmatching techniques distinction in [13] , which takes into account string-based and numeric metrics only. We distinguish duplicate detection methods according to their support of temporal and spatial properties. Data Nature. As motivated in the example, duplicate detection methods have to support quantitative data, e. g., spatial positions or timestamps according to global reference systems like WGS-84 [17] or UTC [18] , as well as qualitative data, like road names or spatial and temporal relations taking into account mereotopology and orientation [19] . Therefore, we distinguish duplicate detection methods with respect to the supported nature of data, which can be quantitative and/or qualitative. Object evolution. This category contains criteria measuring the extent to which duplicate detection methods are able to consider object evolution. Spatial Evolution. In situation awareness, objects evolve in space by changing their position as well as their extent (defined in [20] as change in topology, and change in geometry). We distinguish duplicate detection methods into those supporting both kinds of evolutions, such methods only supporting changes of an object's position or an object's size, and those not supporting spatial evolution. Temporal Evolution. Temporal evolutions of real-world objects make it necessary to reconstruct object histories from entries forming sequences in a data source, as the examples above illustrated with consecutive reports on changing traffic jam positions and lengths. We distinguish between methods supporting the reconstruction of object histories, and others that do not. Alignments. In order to meaningfully compare object histories, they first need to be aligned, i. e. correspondences between the entries in different histories need to be established using, e. g., timestamps or spatial information. We distinguish between duplicate detection methods supporting temporal alignment, spatial alignment [21] , and/or other forms of alignments, and those not being able to align object histories. All such alignment forms can be additionally subdivided by the fact whether or not they are able to align sequences of different lengths [22] . Context information. The criteria in this category measure the extent to which duplicate detection methods are able to exploit context information.
Granularity. The granularity of properties is vital for duplicate detection methods to compare property values in situation awareness. We distinguish between duplicate detection methods interpreting temporal [23] , spatial [24] , [25] , and/or granularity of other properties, and such methods not supporting granularity. Topology. We distinguish between duplicate detection methods interpreting temporal, spatial, and/or other kinds of topologies, and those not supporting any topologies. Evolution Patterns. Real-world objects in situation awareness change frequently, thereby often following known evolution patterns. Duplicate detection methods supporting evolution patterns are likely to yield better effectivity in situation awareness, in comparison to methods that do not. This criterion bases on the evolution of situations, as we have proposed in [26] . Human decision making. Human decision making bases on explanations, as measured by the following criterion. Explanations. To increase acceptance amongst human operators, as indicated in the example, the decision whether two objects are duplicates or not must be allegeable and traceable. Methods based on logic being able to give explanations themselves by retracing their inference steps best suit situation awareness, whereas the results of deterministic methods, like decision trees or rules, can at least be comprehended by domain experts, and least suited are non-deterministic methods (e. g., support vector machines or neural networks) not providing explanations.
Survey of Duplicate Detection Methods
According to the evaluation framework introduced above, we examine existing duplicate detection methods appearing to be suitable in the area of situation awareness and identify their strengths and shortcomings. The methods in this survey originate from a wide range of application domains including databases in general, temporal and geospatial databases in specific, data warehouses, data stream management systems, sensor networks, XML data, ontologies, and moving object trajectories. In the following, domains with similar approaches to duplicate detection are combined into groups and presented in the order of increasing applicability to situation awareness. In each such group, structured along the evaluation framework's four dimensions, we informally discuss how a representative approach meets our criteria proposed above. Data stream management systems. Data stream management systems are designed for accessing data streams, as e. g., encountered in Internet advertisement click streams [27] , with database-like query interfaces [28] . In such data stream management streams, duplicate detection is vital, e. g., to detect frauds or to analyze trends. In this respect, several works on duplicate detection exist [7] , [27] . As these works approach duplicate detection with rather similar methods, we evaluate the work of Metwally [27] being one of the pioneers in this domain. Metwally focuses on searching duplicates in a single pass with performant algorithms. As a consequence, several simplifications accross all criteria dimensions are assumed, such as objects having unique identifiers therefore not supporting fuzzy information besides data streams. Moreover, neither object evolution nor context information and human decision making is considered. Nevertheless, if the prerequisite of generating unique identifiers is solved with methods from other domains, we can still learn how to handle the volatility of data streams during duplicate detection.
Temporal databases. Temporal databases, which store additional timestamps for describing an entry's validity and input time [29] , describe temporal evolution of objects by multiple entries having adjacent valid times. To the best of our knowledge, in such temporal databases, like described in [30] and [4] , duplicate detection is simplified to enable eliminating identical entries originating, e. g., from join-operators. We evaluate Slivinskas et al. [4] explicitly proposing a temporal relational algebra handling such duplicate entries being characterized by identical properties with overlapping validity. However, besides temporality, fuzzy information, object evolution, as well as context information are not discussed. Hence, except for the representation of temporal evolution, the method of Slivinskas et al. is less suitable for supporting situation awareness.
Sensor networks. In the area of sensor networks, we encounter a rather opposite problem to duplicate detection referred to as outlier detection, aiming to make values on property-level more robust against noise or failing sensors [31] . Nevertheless, methods proposed in this area, like [32] , and [8] , are useful for our purposes, because many situation-aware systems in fact base on sensor networks for observing real-world objects. Of such methods, Jefferey's sensor data cleaning approach [8] appears to be most suitable to situation awareness due to the exploitation of spatial and temporal characteristics of sensor data. Operating on data streams, Jefferey counteracts fuzzy information (describing quantitative values, e. g., temperature) by "smoothing" them using context information like spatially and temporally nearby values determined on basis of the sensor network's spatial and temporal topology. Thereby, the particular smoothing function is determined by likely evolution patterns of the observed properties. Additionally, segments in time and space, in which values are expected to be homogeneous, define the method's temporal and spatial granularity. These granularities remain, however, stable over time, because object evolution is not considered.
Databases, data warehouses, and XML data. In databases, data warehouses and XML data, duplicate detection is most often a prerequisite to fusion of data [2] . In this respect, duplicate detection is performed typically in an offline manner (either during nightly cleaning runs in databases, or during loading of data warehouses), and methods are characterized by configurable processes based on generic similarity measures. Numerous approaches exist, like [9] , [33] , [34] , and [6] . We evaluate DogmatiX [9] -originally developed for XML and later adopted to relational databases-due to its proven applicability in real-world data cleaning projects [35] , and its additional features comprising independence from data models (e. g., relational or XML) and heuristics supporting domain experts during configuration. DogmatiX handles fuzzy information by comparing quantitative string and numeric properties in static data sources. As the major application areas of DogmatiX, like credit record databases, do not focus on tracking objects in time and space, object evolution is not supported. DogmatiX uses context information, like the granularity of numeric properties, during configuration only. But due to the absence of spatial and temporal similarity functions, neither spatial/temporal granularity nor topology are exploited. The results of DogmatiX base on deterministic rules implemented in its classifiers, thereby supporting human decision making with limited explanations only.
Ontologies. Ontologies have recently been regarded to be beneficial for achieving situation awareness, because of their semantically-rich kind of information representation often being based on qualitative data. Numerous works exist in the field of ontology mapping [36] , [37] , but actually only a small fraction of them, like [38] and [39] , discuss ontology-matching on the instance-level. As a representative for such methods, we evaluate the work of Qin [39] , which explicitly features duplicate detection based on the method proposed by Dong et al. [16] . This method detects duplicates in the presence of fuzzy information based on string and numeric properties. The proposed duplicate detection method, however, assumes strictly monotonic-raising property similarity values in order for the propagation algorithm to terminate, and hence, it is not applicable to data streams. Moreover, the method does not consider object evolution. Context information in terms of relations between objects is used to structure likely duplicates into a dependency graph. The work's main contribution is a similarity propagation algorithm using this dependency graph to revisit and re-evaluate neighbors of detected duplicates (e. g., if two publications are accounted to be equal, their authors are very likely also duplicates). The nature of this similarity propagation algorithm built on graph-structures is deterministic, but the method does not exploit the full potential of ontologies to support human decision making with automatically inferred explanations.
Geospatial databases. In geospatial database research, duplicate detection is seen as a part of information integration combining multiple heterogeneous sources [40] . Among existing approaches (e. g., [41] , [42] , and [43] ) we evaluate the work of Bakillah et al. [43] due to their notion of spatial evolution taking into account changes in extent. The proposed method handles fuzzy information with similarity measures for spatial on-line analytical processing cubes (spatial OLAP-SOLAP), being an extension to OLAP cubes used in data warehouses [44] . Additionally, Bakillah et al. consider object evolution in time and space, whereby spatial evolution is supported in terms of extent only. In order to determine weights for combining similarity measures, the method comprises a semantic similarity model based on an ontology taking user-defined context information into account. Overall similarity is calculated by a deterministic formula, thereby supporting human decision making in a limited way only.
Moving objects trajectories. Similarity analysis of trajectories is an area concerned with comparing the traces of moving objects in time and space [45] . Several such methods exist, like [46] , [47] , and [48] . However, most of them in fact measure similarity in Euclidian space only. We evaluate the work of Hwang et al. [48] due to its applicability for describing road networks with an alternative spatial representation. Hwang et al. propose temporal, spatial, and spatio-temporal similarity measures to counteract fuzzy information in trajectories of moving objects. Being based on qualitative spatial and temporal information in terms of "points of interest" and "times of interest", such object trajectories, however, must be fully constructed before comparison can take place. Hence, the method does not support data streams. Moreover, this implies that the method can in fact handle identical and contradictory information only, but assumes trajectories to be complete. Object evolution in the form of position changes, as well as alignments by temporal and spatial similarity are possible. As a prerequisite, context information describing spatial and temporal granularity, as well as spatial topology of road networks must be available to the method. The proposed similarity measures are defined using deterministic functions, allowing limited support of human decision making only.
Lessons Learned
Our survey in the previous section revealed that none of the investigated duplicate detection methods originating from various areas fulfills all criteria of situation awareness, as summarized in Table 1 , but at least concepts for specific subproblems are proposed. In the following, we point out lessons learned to highlight open research questions. Data streams not considered in presence of fuzzy information. For data stream support, one can observe that, with two exceptions (the areas of data streams and sensor networks), the surveyed methods detect duplicates in an off-line manner only. In particular, duplicate detection in data streams appears to be dependent on the existence of unique object identifiers, not least due to performance requirements posed on such methods by high data volumes.
Spatial and temporal properties supported, but similarity measures in their infancy. Spatial and temporal properties, represented in various formats, are supported by different domains. However, similarity measures for such properties are still in their infancy: In the surveyed temporal database methods, temporal similarity is defined simply in terms of overlapping time periods (independent from their lengths, or the amount to which they overlap), whereas in the trajectories group similarity is defined in terms of equality of points and times of interest. At least in the domain of geospatial databases, being often based on quantitative data, different functions measuring spatial similarity are proposed.
Qualitative nature of data not exploited. Most methods, as can be seen in Table 1 work on quantitative data, in order to facilitate the computation of similarity probabilities. In the presence of qualitative data, computing such similarity probabilities is often a challenging task demanding domain knowledge. At least, one group of methods (namely, from the area of trajectories) supports qualitative spatial and temporal properties. Their notion of points of interests and times of interests, however, is of a rather informal nature and tailored to their application domain. In duplicate detection, formal specifications of qualitative data already introduced in situation awareness [49] , are still missing, leading to incompatible methods being only applicable in their application domain.
Object evolution support not an issue. Current approaches largely fail to support object evolution. Spatial evolution is discussed in the group of trajectory methods and in geospatial databases, with both groups only supporting a part of the requirements of situation awareness. Spatial alignments are only offered by the group of trajectory methods, whereby these alignments base on the same rather basic similarity measures already described above. Temporal evolution is partially supported in temporal databases, which regard entries having identical property values and adjacent time periods to represent a temporal evolution, as well as in geospatial databases. The combination of both spatial and temporal evolution, which means reconstructing object histories in presence of moving objects additionally evolving in size, still needs to be solved.
Context information is widely adopted, but evolution patterns are not exploited. Spatial, temporal and other forms of granularity, as well as topology context information is present in various domains, but except for the group of sensor networks, evolution patterns are not incorporated into duplicate detection methods. Such sensor networks, however, rather use evolution patterns to select appropriate algorithms during implementation (e. g., room temperature can only evolve steadily, allowing to remove implausible values with median functions),
and not, as envisioned, during runtime as additional input to duplicate detection methods used for reconstructing object histories.
Representation of context information is domain-specific. In general, context information is regarded by the surveyed methods as domain-specific knowledge, and hence, no effort is put into making context information representations domain-independent. Moreover, often such context information is even tight-knit with algorithm implementations, resulting in methods not being applicable outside their domain. Automated inference of explanations is not considered. The results of the evaluated methods, all being based on deterministic algorithms, can at least be comprehended by domain experts. However, automatically giving explanations to human operators is still an issue to be solved. In this respect, we regard duplicate detection based on reasoning with ontologies to be superior to existing approaches. However, as the survey revealed, duplicate detection in ontologies is still in its infancy, making it necessary to incorporate concepts from other domains.
Related Surveys
As indicated in the previous section, duplicate detection is a major issue in a wide range of domains and such methods, therefore, have been already compared in previous surveys. This section outlines related surveys with respect to their discussion of the characteristics of situation awareness, starting with the prominent area of duplicate detection in databases in general, moving on to knowledge discovery in temporal and geospatial databases in specific, and finishing with surveys in the area of qualitative data. The surveys of Bleiholder and Naumann [2] , Elmagarmid et al. [13] , and Herzog et al. [12] recognize duplicate detection in databases as a highly domain-and even dataset-specific task. In [2] , duplicate detection is discussed in the larger context of information integration, as the intermediate step between schema mapping and data fusion. The authors emphasize the need for effective and efficient property similarity functions that are able to operate on large datasets, but as the focus of the survey is on data fusion, duplicate detection is not further elaborated. Elmagarmid et al. [13] survey approaches and algorithms for property similarity functions in terms of attribute matching and record matching, and for improving the efficiency of duplicate detection in databases. As the authors consider attribute matching to be a string similarity problem, neither the specifics of comparing temporal nor those of spatial data are taken into account. In a similar survey, [12] provides an extensive overview on probabilistic algorithms for entry similarity computation with a strong focus on the identification of persons and addresses in large datasets. All three surveys, however, do neither discuss property similarity functions for temporal and spatial data, nor object evolution and context information, and are, therefore, less suitable for situation awareness.
Methods dealing with temporal data are subject of a survey on temporal knowledge discovery [50] . According to the classification scheme of temporal data presented in this survey, in situation awareness we have to deal with the most complex category of fully temporal information comprising sequences of timestamped data, as can also be seen in the case study above. In order to evaluate knowledge discovery methods dealing with such information, the authors present a taxonomy structuring temporal knowledge discovery into methods based on a-priori knowledge (like sequence mining methods), and such based on machine learning. The survey, however, focuses on methods discovering knowledge from entry sequences. As a consequence, neither property similarity functions nor context information are discussed. A similar research field is discussed in a survey of clustering methods for time series data [22] . Most interesting for our work is the discussion of similarity functions for comparing time series, i. e., entry sequences, which, however, focuses on quantitative data only.
The survey of Schwering [14] focuses on semantic similarity of geospatial data, thereby emphasizing the importance of different spatial representation models for interpreting semantic similarity, which we subsume under the term of spatial context information. Other characteristics of situation awareness, besides spatial similarity, are not discussed in this survey.
Whereas the surveys discussed above strongly focus on quantitative data, a complementary survey on similarity functions based on qualitative data, particularly categorical data, is presented in [51] . The survey, however, discusses mainly performance characteristics of such functions and, to this end, uses the same function for comparing all properties of different entries. In their concluding remarks, the authors highlight the importance of similarity functions being tailored to the characteristics of single properties. We argue, that in situation awareness we additionally need to incorporate context information to account for spatial and temporal variations of a single property when computing similarity.
Future Work
Further research questions arise from the lessons learned discussed above and include the exploitation of formal specifications of qualitative spatial and temporal properties for measuring similarity in data streams, as well as the integration of context information to better support object evolution during duplicate detection in situation awareness. In this respect, we argue that, based on our previous work [49] , ontologies could be beneficial as a specification formalism for such qualitative properties, as well as for context information. Thereby, similarity of entries can not only be assessed using existing reasoning techniques for knowledge inference, but can also be seen in the broader context of reasoning about situations in situation awareness. In particular, we aim to exploit our notion of neighborhood of situations introduced in [26] . For this, we need to develop appropriate functions measuring the distance between situations in our ontology. Such functions can partly base, on the one hand, on concepts for describing temporal and spatial similarity of qualitative information proposed in the field of moving object trajectories, and on the other hand, on methods exploiting temporal and spatial evolution, as well as context information. Considering object evolution, however, evolution patterns are not taken into account by the surveyed duplicate detection methods. Filling this gap will, therefore, be of special interest in future research: an ontology for describing evolution patterns, as well as similarity functions exploiting these patterns still need to be developed. As an additional bonus, such an ontology-driven system enables automated inference of explanations. We will further investigate the envisioned approach with respect to its applicability in a real-world scenario in the scope of our ongoing research project BeAware!, which focuses on ontology-driven situation awareness.
